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Hello Everyone, 

 So, here we are...January 2, 2013.  We found out that the Mayan’s got it wrong.  My parachute remains packed and on 
the shelf as our voyage to the ‘Financial Cliff’ proved to be not much more than a trip over Bunker Hill.  The good news is that 
2013 is upon us and WE have a chance to work together to make this a better year than the last.  I wish you well on your jour-
ney this year and only ask that you let me know how I can be of service to you.  I’m optimistic that 2013 will be an improve-
ment over 2012. 

 The past month was filled with ‘what if’ talk regarding the looming ‘Fiscal Cliff’.  We are learning that last minute 
deals in Washington have averted some of the deepest concerns posed by that ‘Fiscal Cliff’’, but there is much work to do to 
get spending and taxes to get to a more equitable level.  It appears that the Mortgage Debt Relief Act and probably the Mort-
gage Interest Deduction may have been extended in the deal struck regarding the ‘Fiscal Cliff’, but we’re still awaiting final con-
firmation from the NAR on that matter. 

 We received a number of positive reports regarding the Phoenix Real Estate market in December.  Realtor.com says 
Phoenix is the #9 (Chicago #1) most searched market on www.realtor.com.  The Phoenix Business Journal quotes a Brookings 
Institute report ranking Phoenix as the #3 city in economic recovery in the past year.  They cite housing price increases and 
increased employment as key findings.  The 49th Annual ASU/JP Morgan Chase Phoenix Economic Forecast lunch at mid-
month reported Phoenix (AZ) as the #5 State for job growth in 2012.  They predict 60,000 new jobs for 2013 with unemploy-
ment dipping to near 7.5%.  Personal income and retail sales should be up 1.5% this year with our economy being ‘back to 
normal’ by 2015.  Those predictions were based upon Congress acting to prevent the full ‘Fiscal Cliff’ disaster.  We’ll have to 
see what happens based upon the compromise deal, but it was nice to check on the Stock Market earlier and see healthy gains 
today,  Watch for new FHA lending rules to come into effect at the end of this month.  The tougher new rules will target lower 
credit scores, 620 and under, requiring more strict debt to income ratios and minimum 5% down payments for FHA mortgages 
ov $620,000 and above.  (Common sense moves in my opinion.)  FHA will also drop reverse mortgages.  They will be offering 
a Home Equity Conversion Mortgage saver which will offer lower cash payments than the large upfront payment on other 
programs.  The good news is that overall mortgage interest rates continue to stay at near record low interest rates.  That trend 
is expected through 2014.  The exceptionally low interest rates are causing many people to choose 15-year mortgages over the 
traditional 30-year.  Freddie Mac reports a 6% increase in new 15-year mortgages and nearly 1/3 of all re-fi’s at 15-years. 

 I appreciate the opportunities presented by real estate questions asked by (David & Terry in WA, Karen & Lee in CO, 
Michael & Brooke in Chandler, David & Terry in Phoenix, Bob & Cheryl from Alberta, just to name a few) people thinking of 
buying or selling a home in 2013 or just trying to get answers to questions regarding our ever changing Phoenix Real Estate 
market.  If you, or someone you know are even remotely thinking of buying or selling a home this year, I would appreciate the 
opportunity to work for you or someone you refer to me.  I look forward to talking with you soon! 

Regards, 

 

JEFF GERBER  
A B R ® ,  G R I ® ,  S R E S ® ,  R E A L T O R ®  

Visit my website at: www.jeffgerberrealtor.com 



November 2012
Arizona Regional Multiple Listing Service (ARMLS)

New Listings 8,255

-13.0% -3.8%
from Oct 2012:

9,493
from Nov 2011:

8,585

YTD 2012 2011 +/-
98,432 114,072 -13.7%

5-year Nov average:  10,154

New Contracts 7,742

-12.3% 6.6%
from Oct 2012:

8,826
from Nov 2011:

7,264

YTD 2012 2011 +/-
107,471 96,255 11.7%

5-year Nov average:  6,570

Closed Sales 6,655

-3.5% -5.5%
from Oct 2012:

6,894
from Nov 2011:

7,042

YTD 2012 2011 +/-
81,436 92,143 -11.6%

5-year Nov average:  6,366

Median
Sold Price

$155,000

3.3% 34.8%
from Oct 2012:

$150,000
from Nov 2011:

$115,000

YTD 2012 2011 +/-
$140,000 $110,000 27.3%

5-year Nov average:  $133,000

New Contracts Median Sold Price ($1,000s)
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Active Listings 16,848

Min
16,848

Max
55,571

5-year Nov average

16,848

35,907

Oct 2012 Nov 2011
15,570 23,078

Avg DOM 64

Min
64

Max
113

5-year Nov average

64

93

Oct 2012 Nov 2011 YTD
69 91 77

Avg Sold to
OLP Ratio

97.7%

Min
89.0%

Max
97.7%

5-year Nov average

97.7%

93.1%

Oct 2012 Nov 2011 YTD
 98.3%  94.5%  97.2%

Copyright © 2013 RealEstate Business Intelligence, LLC. All Rights Reserved.
Data Source: ARMLS. Statistics calculated December 03, 2012.



appy New Year! 
If purchasing a new home
is one of your resolutions,

I’m ready to help
you find the
home of your
dreams.

hen buying or selling 
a home, there are
countless factors to

consider.  Refer your friends and
family to me so they can breathe
easy—with a true professional
in their corner!

W

o you know the difference
between a home warranty
Plan and homeowner’s

insurance?  Home warranties are
service contracts that cover the
failure of home systems and
appliances due to normal wear 
and use. Homeowner’s insurance
indemnifies the homeowner against
damage or liability arising from
some unknown or contingent
event.  Both offer valuable budget
protection, and they can work in
conjunction with one another.  For
example, if a covered water heater
leaks under normal use and floods
the home, the home warranty will
repair or replace the water heater,
while homeowner’s insurance may
cover the water damage. 

I recommend an Old Republic
Home Protection Plan with every
transaction for complete budget
protection. Call me today to learn
more about how a home warranty
can benefit you.

H

D

ave you vowed to get fit in the New Year?  According to a study published
in the Journal of Clinical Psychology, weight loss was by far the most
popular resolution last year—and it will likely top the list this year too.

Gym memberships spike in January and even though
many will be back to their sedentary lifestyles by
April, you can be among the fit and lean by the time
summer rolls around, assuming you stick to a solid
strategy.  A great way to stay focused is to join forces
with a friend or colleague.  You can inspire each
other and keep each other honest about your diet
and exercise habits.  If your friends are too attached
to their curly fries to join the cause, you can always join a group such as
Weight Watchers or find an online community to lend moral support.

Keeping track of your routine is helpful as well.  A whole host of free calorie
counting and workout recording apps are available for your smart phone.
Whether you take the high-tech route or “go retro” with a pen and a notebook,
recording your meals and your workouts will help you stay on track.

H
Wrapping Your Head around Fitness

ome may consider us dabblers, but there’s something to
be said for Americans and our tendency to reinvent
ourselves.  If you’re considering a new career, check out

the following tips before abandoning your cubicle to
pursue an illustrious new gig.

S
Reinvent Yourself: Starting a New Career 

Do your research: Explore
job prospects and salary
ranges for any fields that
might interest you.  Visit
the US Bureau of Labor
Statistics’ website at
www.bls.gov and also see
www.salary.com. 

Volunteer: Try to get first-
hand experience in your
potential new field—even if it
means volunteering one day
a week.  Many careers sound
great in theory, but you
won’t know for sure until you
roll back your sleeves and try
it for yourself.

Education: While your new
career path may not require
a formal degree, it’s
possible that a certificate
from a professional
association or a local junior
college might bolster your
credibility and help you
break into a new field.

If you are working with another Real Estate Professional, please disregard this notice.  The material in this publication is for your information only and not intended to be used in lieu of seeking additional consumer or professional advice.

Jeff Gerber, ABR, GRI, 
SRES

The Empowered Team LLC
Real Estate for Today

Tel: (602) 330-7272, jeff@jeffgerberrealtor.com, www.jeffgerberrealtor.com, Lic. #: SA540122000



1 tbsp. olive oil

2 cloves garlic, minced
1⁄2 tsp. crushed red pepper

6 cups chicken broth

1 (28 oz.) can diced tomatoes

1 (15 oz.) can kidney beans

1 (15 oz.) can black beans

1 (15 oz.) can organic pinto beans
1⁄4 cup sour cream
1⁄4 cup minced fresh cilantro

Heat oil in a large Dutch oven over medium-high heat. Add garlic and crushed red
pepper; sauté 30 seconds. Rinse and drain beans. Add broth and next four
ingredients. Cover and cook 10 minutes, stirring occasionally.  Ladle soup into
bowls. Garnish with sour cream and cilantro, if desired.

10-Minute Bean Soup 

espite the bathroom’s practical nature, a new trend in 21st century
interior design has given us bathrooms with the look and feel of high-
end resorts and day spas.  It’s possible to spend a fortune on a radical

makeover, but you can spend markedly less and end up with a soothing and
classy design that fits your home’s décor to a tee.

If you don’t know where to begin, visit show rooms for inspiration or do a quick
internet search for “bathroom remodeling”—you’ll find a host of stunning
photos!  However, don’t get too caught up imitating the work of professional
designers.  Find a theme that works for you and run with it.

Consider experimenting with deep, bold colors for a modern
look.  However, if your bathroom doesn’t get much natural
light, you might prefer a lighter hue.  When it comes to
pictures, you can find appealing, inexpensive prints on the
internet.  You don’t want to spend too much on artwork that
will be exposed to constant moisture. Finally, if you plan to
experiment with new tiles, imitation stone is far less
expensive and easier to maintain than the real thing.

D

1. This agricultural chemist invented over
100 peanut-based products:

a. Louis Pasture
b. Marie Curie
c. George Washington Carver

     2. He invented bifocal lenses:
a. Martin Luther
b. Benjamin Franklin
c. Rasputin

3. This Behaviorist transformed the
field of Psychology with his famous
experiments on pigeons. Oddly
enough, he also invented a pigeon
guided missile system:

a. Ivan Pavlov
b. B.F. Skinner
c. William James

4. Inventor of the printing press:
a. Johannes Gutenberg
b. Michelangelo
c. Aristotle

ANSWERS:1-c; 2-b; 3-b; 4-a

Bathroom Makeovers that Won’t Break the Bank 

Great Inventors

Copyright © 2013

Jeff Gerber, ABR, GRI, SRES
The Empowered Team LLC
3370 N Hayden Road - Suite 123-119
Scottsdale, AZ 85251
Tel: (602) 330-7272
www.jeffgerberrealtor.com
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ARMLS® STAT  - December 5, 2012 
 
 
SALES   Month over Month 
 
Sales in November fell 3% to 6,810.  This is slightly below (4.95%) the current 2012 monthly 

average of 7,165. With the exception of 2001 and 2010, the decline in Sales from October to 

November is typical of every year in the past decade.  

 
 
SALES   Year over Year 
 
November Sales (6,810) fell 4.7% below the same month in 2011. This follows the pattern for all 

of 2012 which showed declines in year over year figures for every month. Decreases in the 2012 

year over year Sales figures parallel similar year over year declines in total inventory.  

ARMLS STAT               DECEMBER 2012 
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ARMLS STAT          DECEMBER 2012 

NEW INVENTORY 
 

New inventory fell 13% in November to 8,540 new listings.  This is 5% below above the 2012 

monthly new inventory average of 9,311.  This is typical of every year of this decade which 

showed new inventory declines from October to November.  

TOTAL INVENTORY 
 
Total inventory rose 2.3% in November to 23,232, representing an increase in total inventory for 

four out of the last five months.  November’s inventory figure is 17% above the 2012 total inven-

tory low of 19, 857 reached in June.  
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ARMLS STAT          DECEMBER 2012 

ACTIVES and AWCs  

Since March, ARMLS has been tracking the Active with Contingency (AWC) makeup in the Active inven-
tory.  On December 5, ARMLS renamed the AWC status in MLS to Under Contract – Backups  (UCB), to 
eliminate some of the confusion and frustration over the correct state of listings in the AWC status. 
Listings in the former AWC, now UCB status, are listings where the Seller has requested, in writing, that 
the Listing Agent continue to market the property for backup offers.  If a Seller has not requested the 
property continue to be marketed for additional offers, then the listing should be changed to Pending 
status, regardless of any contingencies. 

MONTHS SUPPLY OF INVENTORY (MSI) 
 
MSI ticked up slightly in November to 3.41, remaining well in the range of a Seller’s market.  Market 

wide MSIs are tracked as a barometer of overall market health, and should not be used to gauge MSI in 

smaller market niches. Each market niche has its own MSI based on the unique supply and demand in 

the respective niche.  
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ARMLS STAT           DECEMBER 2012 

NEW LIST PRICES 
 

New list prices remained static in November. The median new list price of $174,900 remained un-

changed, while average new list price showed an inconsequential 0.1% decline to land virtually un-

changed at $264,500.  Over the last 12 months median new list price rose 34.64% from $129,900 to the 

current $174,900. Similarly, average new list price rose 32.12% from $200,200 to $264,500 for the 

same period.  

SALES PRICES 

 
Median Sales price rose 3.3% in November to $155,000, while average Sales price declined 0.9% to 

$202,000. Overall, the Sale price trend lines for both median and average remain upward. Median 

Sales price rose 32.48% from $117,000 in December 2011 to the current $155,000.  Average Sales 

price rose 24.54% from $162,200 in December 2011 to the current $202,000.  
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THE ARMLS PENDING PRICE INDEX™ 
 
The ARMLS Pending Price Index is a metric unique to ARMLS which uses the Pending Sales data 

inside MLS to predict median and average Sales prices 30 days into the future. Last month the PPI 

predicted the median Sales price to land at $150,000, missing the actual median ($155,000) by 

3.33%.  The PPI prediction for average Sales price last month ($196,900) missed the actual of 

$202,000 by 2.58%. 

 

This month PPI predicts the December median Sales price to decline to $143,000.  Its forecast for 

the average Sales price is $194,200. 

ARMLS STAT          DECEMBER 2012 
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PPI SUPPLEMENT 
 
The PPI Supplement focuses on newly pended properties added to the total Pending pool each month on a 

rolling four month view. The percentages of Pending properties in each price range displayed no significant 

trending from the previous month.  This is typical of a slow yet steady recovery.  

Pending Contracts Signed In  November 

Price Range 
PPI 

Avg 
PPI 

Med 
PPI 

Units 
Units % of 

Total 

<=50,000            36,902             38,000         311  4.93% 

50,001 - 100,000            78,724             80,000      1,050  16.65% 

100,001 - 150,000          126,882           126,800      1,657  26.28% 

150,001 - 200,000          173,833           171,900      1,138  18.05% 

200,001 - 250,000          225,785           225,000         672  10.66% 

250,001 - 300,000          274,639           274,900         469  7.44% 

300,001 - 350,000          325,458           325,000         284  4.50% 

350,001 - 400,000          373,569           372,000         181  2.87% 

400,001 - 450,000          426,454           425,000         136  2.16% 

450,001 - 500,000          477,680           479,000           74  1.17% 

500,001 - 550,000          526,042           525,000           61  0.97% 

550,001 - 600,000          576,921           575,000           38  0.60% 

600,001 - 650,000          627,908           625,000           34  0.54% 

650,001 - 700,000          678,327           679,000           33  0.52% 

700,001 - 750,000          727,341           725,000           28  0.44% 

>=750,001       1,266,478           997,500         140  2.22% 
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PPI SUPPLEMENT - $/SQ FT 
 
The PPI Supplement - $/SQ FT report examines incremental gains or losses over a rolling four months in the price per 

square foot of newly pended properties added to the Pending pool each month.  Gains made last month in the $100,001 

through $450,000 ranges were erased in November with declines in the $150,001 through $500,000 ranges. Changes in 

$/SQ FT for ranges above $500,000 are less reliable because these higher price ranges can be unduly influenced by out-

liers, since the total units in each price break above $500,000 is relatively small.  

Pending Contracts Signed In October 

Price Range 
PPI 
Avg 

PPI 
Sq Ft 

PPI 
Units 

Avg Pending 
Price SqFt 

 <=50,000           36,430         1,125            363              32  
 50,001 - 
100,000           79,816         1,372         1,245              58  

 100,001 - 
150,000         126,489         1,659         1,926              76  

 150,001 - 
200,000         173,858         1,904         1,294              91  

 200,001 - 
250,000         226,226         2,135            751            106  

 250,001 - 
300,000         275,520         2,374            541            116  

 300,001 - 
350,000         327,370         2,634            384            124  

 350,001 - 
400,000         374,075         2,859            212            131  

 400,001 - 
450,000         428,230         2,958            133            145  

 450,001 - 
500,000         474,441         3,147              83            151  

 500,001 - 
550,000         524,266         3,160              55            166  

 550,001 - 
600,000         574,702         3,418              51            168  

 600,001 - 
650,000         628,215         3,565              35            176  

 650,001 - 
700,000         681,644         3,572              32            191  

 700,001 - 
750,000         729,529         3,962              24            184  

 >=750,001      1,227,310         4,707            127            261  

Pending Contracts Signed In November 

Price Range 
PPI 
Avg 

PPI 
Sq Ft 

PPI 
Units 

Avg Pending 
Price SqFt 

 <=50,000           36,902         1,102            311              33  

 50,001 - 
100,000           78,724         1,357         1,050              58  

 100,001 - 
150,000         126,882         1,650         1,657              77  

 150,001 - 
200,000         173,833         1,922         1,138              90  

 200,001 - 
250,000         225,785         2,129            672            106  

 250,001 - 
300,000         274,639         2,411            469            114  

 300,001 - 
350,000         325,458         2,659            284            122  

 350,001 - 
400,000         373,569         2,927            181            128  

 400,001 - 
450,000         426,454         2,955            136            144  

 450,001 - 
500,000         477,680         3,232              74            148  

 500,001 - 
550,000         526,042         3,101              61            170  

 550,001 - 
600,000         576,921         3,511              38            164  

 600,001 - 
650,000         627,908         3,272              34            192  

 650,001 - 
700,000         678,327         3,884              33            175  

 700,001 - 
750,000         727,341         3,689              28            197  

 >=750,001      1,266,478         4,800            140            264  

ARMLS STAT          DECEMBER 2012 
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FORECLOSURES PENDING 
 
Foreclosures pending fell again in November to 11,973 continuing the steady downward trend 

begun from its high of 50,568 in November 2009. Since its high, foreclosures pending have fallen 

76.32%.  Foreclosures pending in the 4,000-6,000 range are widely considered typical of a normal 

market in the Valley.   

ARMLS STAT          DECEMBER 2012 

DISTRESSED SALES 

 

Distressed Sales, comprised of lender owned Sales plus short Sales, as a percentage of total Sales 

fell again in November to 36.1%.  This trend line has moved steadily downward from its high of 

74.1% in September 2010.   This month lender owned Sales of 876 accounted for 12.9% of total 

Sales, while short Sales of 1,583 accounted for 23.2% of total Sales.  The ratio of short Sales to 

lender owned is approximately 2 to 1, indicating stronger lender appetite for negotiating a work 

out through short Sale, rather than taking a property back through foreclosure.  
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ARMLS STAT          DECEMBER 2012 

AVERAGE DAYS ON MARKET (DOM) 
 
Average days on market fell six days in November to 64, a level last seen in the brisk run up of 

the housing bubble in May 2006. Market wide DOM is tracked as a barometer of overall market 

health, and should not be used to predict selling time in smaller market niches.  These smaller 

niches have their own DOM based on specific supply and demand in the area.  
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COMMENTARY 
 
This month STAT reports positive gains which, while not monumental, kept the pace of the Valley’s 

recovery alive and steady.  While total Sales declined, inventory rose 2.3%.  Although new list prices 

remained static, the median Sales price rose 3.3%, and the average Sales price declined only slightly 

(0.9%). Overall, all four pricing metrics continued on their upward trend line. Foreclosures pending 

continued their downward trend to 11,973, a level not seen since November/December 2007.  Also 

notable is the continued decline of distressed properties as a percentage of total Sales, to 36.1%, 

the lowest level since STAT began tracking this metric in January 2010. 

 

With the presidential election behind us, a significant element of uncertainty has been tamed, leav-

ing two more with which to grapple.  The fiscal cliff is currently being wrestled with by the President 

and Congress, and its resolution, whether temporary or permanent, should relieve some additional 

uncertainty.  The third, the debt crisis in Europe and its influence on the economy, will take longer. 

 

The Valley’s resale inventory shortage is gaining some momentum, but will need new construction 

to supply enough inventory to meet demand.  Ken Simpson, chief economist for Associated General 

Contractors of America reported, “Construction employment in Arizona bottomed out in September 

2010 at 109,500, seasonally adjusted, a drop of 134,800 (55 percent) from the peak of 244,300 set 

in June 2006,” and “since then, employment has edged up on a year-over-year basis, but has been 

erratic month-to-month.”1 Many holding construction jobs before the recession moved on to other 

occupations. Thus rebuilding that workforce will take time, but is vital to construction’s role in fuel-

ing the recovery. Large gains in Arizona’s construction employment (13,100 jobs) are predicted for 

2013 based on a 12% gain realized in 2012 over 2011.2   A recent US Bureau of Labor Statistics re-

port cites construction jobs as one of the best paying.3 The Arizona Department of Administration 

predicts 93,000 construction jobs in the Phoenix MSA in 2013, up 6% from 2012.4 
 

With the national unemployment rate at 7.9%5 and Arizona’s at 8.1%6, Phoenix metro ranks 20th 

among cities over 1,000,000 in population at 6.9%.7   Projected job growth for Arizona in 2013 is 

2.5%, up from the 1% in 2011, and 2.1% in 2012.  The 2013 projection for Phoenix MSA, which in-

cludes both Maricopa and Pinal Counties is 2.8%, up from 1.4% in 2011, and 2.1% in 2012.   The job 

gain forecast for Phoenix MSA is 49,300 jobs, compared to 3,600 for Tucson and 8,000 for the bal-

ance of the state.8 

 

While remaining well below prerecession levels on   many economic fronts, the Valley is gaining mo-

mentum and moving in the right direction.  STAT’s focus is monthly, but standing back to look 

through a wider lens, reminds us how far we have come, so watch for STAT’s Year in Review coming 

in mid January.  

1 http://www.bizjournals.com/phoenix/news/2012/11/20/arizona-gained-construction-jobs-last.html  
2 http://www.azstats.gov/pubs/labor/Forecast_11-01-12.pdf 
3 http://www.bls.gov/ooh/About/Projections-Overview.htm 
4 http://www.azstats.gov/pubs/labor/Forecast_11-01-12.pdf 
5 http://www.bls.gov/cps/  
6 http://www.azfamily.com/news/Arizonas-unemployment-rate-declines-to-81-percent-179685621.html 
7 http://www.bls.gov/web/metro/laulrgma.htm 
8 http://www.azstats.gov/pubs/labor/Forecast_11-01-12.pdf 

ARMLS STAT          DECEMBER 2012 
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